U.N. Cites Risk to China's Wheat Crop
by James T. Areddy
	Feb.  9, 2011: Shanghai—A United Nations agency said this year's wheat crop is at risk in at least five Chinese provinces, echoing continuous warnings from China that its major northern wheat growing areas are facing an epic drought.
	In a rare special early warning global alert, the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization said north China's "ongoing drought is potentially a serious problem." The Rome-based FAO, which based its notice partly on a stream of warnings from Beijing about the wheat crop, said the provinces primarily affected include Shandong, Jiangsu, Henan, Hebei and Shanxi, which together represent about two-thirds of China's national wheat production.
	For weeks, Beijing officials have underscored their concern about risks to the wheat crop, with the state-run Xinhua news agency reporting on Tuesday that the production base in Shandong province "is bracing for its worst drought in 200 years."
	Months of dry weather have given China's key wheat-growing province of Shandong its worst drought in at least 40 years, threatening to put further pressure on surging food prices.
	Wheat-based noodles are a staple food in China and any further upward pressure on prices will be an unwelcome development in the government's inflation fight.  After setting price controls on a number of foodstuffs in recent months and selling government stockpiles to damp prices, Beijing on Tuesday announced a fresh interest-rate increase at least in part to choke off continuing inflationary pressures in food.
	The FAO report said water shortages in the wheat regions are a likely factor in lifting Chinese retail wheat flour prices 8% over two months to January and 16% from the same month in 2010.  In separate reports earlier, the FAO has warned governments to avoid short-term measures to combat inflation.
	Global wheat producers, including in the U.S., have been attentive to the possibility China will import wheat this year at a time when a half-year-old Russian export ban is in place after wildfires there and when Australian producers have faced weeks of adverse weather.  On Tuesday, U.S. wheat futures surged to a 30-month high.
	"While China will likely remain the world's largest wheat producer, prospects for this year's wheat crop have changed dramatically," a note from New York-based Commodore Research & Consultancy said Tuesday in reference to the drought.
	 China's breadbasket provinces have suffered low rainfalls since October, which the FAO said primarily puts at potential risk the winter wheat crop to be harvested in June.  Light snow cover could be a factor for dormant fields later.
	The U.N. agency cited figures already published by China that 5.16 million hectares of a total 14 million hectares of wheat producing areas are under threat in the affected provinces.  It also cited Chinese reports that 2.57 million people and 2.79 million head of livestock are short drinking water.  The agency said a drought that continues through the spring, or lower-than-usual temperatures in February, would make the situation "critical."
	China's government maintains major stores of wheat, which amounted to at least 53 million metric tons at the end of 2010, said Ma Wenfeng, an analyst with Beijing Orient Agribusiness Consultant Ltd., an agency that closely tracks China's grain markets.  While Beijing was a net seller of reserves last year, the reserves give cushion to China to alleviate shortages.
	Xinhua reported Tuesday that Shandong, a cradle of Chinese civilization along the Yellow River and the birthplace of Confucius, has had only 12 millimeters of rain since last September.  The report cited Meteorological Bureau estimates that if there isn't substantial precipitation by the end of the month, the province will have suffered its worst drought in two centuries.
	Beijing has put in place a number of emergency measures for the affected areas, including stepped-up monitoring and vows to spend more on water-conservation efforts, and Shandong's deputy party secretary warned officials will be punished if they don't carry out relief work.
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